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The lower labour productivity in manufacturing of the Atlantic 
provinces when compared to that of the rest of Canada is ,1 well
known feature of the Canadian economy. Auer (1979: Tilble 3.2) reports 
that for 1970-1973, value added per worker was between 21 (Nova 
Scotia) and 33 percent (prince Edward Island) lower than the national 
average. 

Less weil understood arc the rmsons for lower labour productivity. 
ln the most thorough study, Auer (1979) uses ,1 production function 
analysis in which the sources of productivity within a region (industry 
mix, capital-labour ratios, labour quality, and other factors) are 
systematically compared with those same sources nationally. A 
surprising result-also obtained by Drugge (1983)--is that industry 
mix plays no significant roll' in Atlantic Canada's productivity 
disadvantage. Furthermore, while some of the region's disadvantage 
is linked to below-average labour quality, the lion's share can be 
linked to other factors (Auer 1979: Table 3.7). i These "other factors" 
include age of equipment, the transfer of technology, management 
ski Ils, and the scale of firms. But these factors are not easily isolated 
or measured. 
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This paper looks at one of these difficult-to-measure factors-the 
scalc of plants-as a source of lmver labour productivity in Atlantic 
Canada. The contribution of suboptimal scale to the region's 
productivity deficit is explored for each of the 126 three- and four
digit Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) industries in the region. 

To accomplish this, a Cobb-Douglas production function is 
specified for a typical plant in each industry. (Unlike Auer's work, 
constant returns to scale are not assumed.) After aggregating to the 
industry level, an expression for industry value added per employee is 
obtained. Then, using estima tes of the Cobb-Douglas production 
function for each of the 126 industries obtained from Baldwin and 
Corecki (1986), as wel! as estimates of the dis tribu tion of plants across 
employment size classes for both the Atlantic Region and Canada, a 
technique is developed to determine how much of the region's labour 
productivity shortfal! in each industry results from inadequate scale. 
Briefly, these two estima tes are used to compu te value added per 
employee for each Atlantic industry on the premise that Atlantic and 
Canadian industries are identical in efficiency except for the size 
distribution of plants. These figures, when compared to the Canada
wide value-added-per-employee figures for each industry, measure 
the contribution of inadequate scale to the region's lower productivity. 

The results indicate that for 1979 about 33 percent of the region's 
productivity gap could be attributed to inadequate scale. Byextension, 
this means that ail other efficiency factors, which were held 
identical to al!ow a focus on scale, are responsible for the remaining 
67 percent. These results are significant because they indicate for the 
first time what roll' scale can play in regional economic disparities. 

Later in this paper, a simple regression analysis is used to account 
for interindustry differences in the importance of scale as a factor in 
the region's lower productivity. The results indicate that high 
transport cost and smal! market size are factors cons training plant size 
and labour productivity. 

Measuring Scale Disadvantage at the Industry Level 

The technique used to measure the impact of scale at the industry level 
is based on Davies and Caves (987). Suppose that the ith plant, like 
al! plants in an industry of n plants, produces according to a Cobb
Douglas technology 

y = A K:1 Lo 
1 1 1 l 0) 

where Yi is plant value added, AI is the efficiency parameter, K, is 
capital input, Li is labour input, and (a + b) indicates the relurns to 
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scale. Equation 0) represents the microproduction function for a plant 
in the industry rather than the industry-Ievel macroproduction 
function. The latter is defined in terms of the sum of the plant-Ievel 
variables-that is, industry levels of value added, capital, and 
labour. The macroproduction function of ultimate interest will depend 
not only on the microproduction function but also on the size 
distribution of plants within the industry. 

Davies and Caves address the size distribution issue and convert 
from the microproduction function to the industry level by assuming 
that al! plants have the same capital-labour ratios. Thus, summing 
over the n plants and dividing by industry employment L = IL i yields 
the required industry value added per employee 

y /L = A (K/L)" LMO 1 l (LJL)MO (2) 
1 

Equation (2) indicates that value added per employee in the industry 
is related to the efficiency parameter A (A, = A, vi), the industry 
capital-labour ratio, and a term summarizing the size distribution of 
plants. 

To clarify the latter, Caves and Davies use the fol!owing 
definition: 

P = L/(Isa+o)J/I].l 01 (3)
1 

In equation (3), Si = LJL is plant i's share of industry employment. 
Thus, equation (2) can be rewritten as 

y /L = A(K/L)·l PMo-J (4) 

Clearly, P is related to the generalized concentration index developed 
by Hannah and Kay (977), HK = Is~, where e is sorne chosen 
elasticity parameter (if l'l'quais two, the index col!apses to the well
known Herfindahl index). Therefore, P is also related to the unique 
number of equal-sized firms that would give the corresponding HK 
value-that is, the so-cal!ed numbers equivalent 

N [l'] = (Is~) 1/11-<'1 (5) 

Tt then fol!ows that 

P=L/N[a+b] (6) 

ln other words, P is simply industry employment divided by a numbers 
equivalent in which the chosen parame ter is the returns-to-scale 
measure (a + b) and thus can be seen as a measure of average effective 
plant size. 
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The common sense of P is that higher (a + b) values or gre<1ter 
returns to scale mean that large firms are weighted more heavily 
when converting the size distribution to an equivalent number of equal
sized plants. Thus, as (a + b) increases, Nia + bl declines and average 
effective plant size increases. Average plant size depends more on 
those plants who contribllte most to industry output. By contrast, the 
arithmetic mean weighs all plants equally and may diverge greatly 
from typical size when there are nllmerous fringe firms. 2 

To measllre how scale influences productivity in the Atlantic 
Region relative to Canada, equation (4) is defined for value-added 
production in both the Atlantic Region and Canada. Using the 
sllbscripts A and C to represent the Atlantic provinces and Canada 
gives 

(Y IU\ = (y lUe (EFF) (CAP)" PS1+b 1	 (7) 

where EFF = AjAc, CAP = (K/Uj(K/Uc, and PS = PJPc. To isolate 
the impact of scale alone, both the Atlantic Region and Canada arc 
assumed to be identical in their efficiency parameters and capital 
intensities. (Moreover, because the quality of inputs and regional price 
differences are not explicitly introduced, both areas are taken to be 
identical in these respects.) Since these assumptions change the nature 
of (Y IU.\, we represent this new concept as (Y IU\i\ to indicate this is a 
figure adjusted to reflect only the impact of scale. Thus, equation (7) 
collapses to 

(YI U\,\ = (Y lUe PSMb 1	 (8) 

Equation (8) indicates wh,)t role scale plays in the Atlantic Region's 
productivity shortcomings, i'lssuming no other disadvantage exists. 
Henceforth, we sha11 refer to (y IUi\A as the scale disadvantage 
output per employee. Normally, this should be greater than actual 
output per employee in the Atlantic Region since it is constructed 
assuming no other sources of disadvantage. The variable (Y IU M in 
equation (8) implies that the importance of scale is linked to the size 
distribution of plants in the two areas i'lnd returns to scale. Equation (8) 
shall be used as the centrepiece for analyzing the impact of scale and 
plant size distributions. 

2.	 The assumption of identic,)] capital-labour ratios is needed to isolate the plant 
scale efft'ct reprt'st'nted by P. This lIndcrstates tht' wle of scale in influencing YI L if 
capital-labour ratios incrt'ase \Vith pLmt sizt'. The possible bias appt'ars minor. For 
t'xarnple, in a simulation of a two-plant industry, a 12.5 perct'nt incrt'ase in the 
c,lpital-Iabour ratio ,)ssociated with a :13 pt'rcent larger plant increast'd YIL by 
onlv 1l.11 perct'nt. 

Data Availability Problems 

Stlldies of subnational regions typica11y suffer from lack of data. 1 To 
obtain estimates of (Y IU,\A for all 126 Atlantic industries, (Y lUe must 
be known, rdums-to-scale estima tes must be available, i'lnd P must be 
known fc)r both the Atlantic Region and Canada. The first requirement 
is easily met since figures for the manufacturing value i'ldded per 
employee are available from StatistiC:i Canada at the national, if not 
the regional, level. Values for (21 + b) are obtained from Baldwin and 
Gorecki (1986). Using lInpublished data taken from individual 
establishments in each industry, they estimated with cross-sectional 
regressions the Cobb-Dougli'ls micro production function in Canadi'l for 
107 three- and four-digit SIC industries.4 Since there are 126 industries 
in the Atlantic Region, the corresponding estimate was not always 
i'lvi'lilable from Baldwin and Gorecki's 107-industry sample. ln these 
Ci'lses, the estima te of the Cobb-Douglas function for the corresponding 
two-digit industry was used. 

The di'lta requirements for P are more demanding. For each industry 
in both the region and the nation, the total number of employees 
and each plant's share of industry employment are required. 
Fortunately, Statistics Canadi'l (Cat. No. 31-2(3) publishes tables for 
the nation and cach region showing the number of establishments (ni) 
by employee size class for each th ree- or four-digit industry. The nine 
employee size classes range from one to four employees to 1,000+ em
ployees. These can be used to obtain the estima tes of S[ needed to 
construct P. Since the returns-to-scale estima tes are for 1979, the values 
for Pare calculated for 1979. The procedure will be expli'lined first for 
Canada and then for the Atlantic Region. 

To obtain Si' it is assumed that all plants in a size class have the 
same number of employees, which is taken to be the mid-point of each 
size-cli'lss range. Because the 1,000+ class is open-ended, typical 
employee plant size (19) for this class is found by solving 

3.	 In Canada sfudies usuallv pwcccd at tIlt' two-digit SIC It'wl and often only a 
fraction of the 20 industrit's at that !cvel havt' publishcd regipnal or provincial 
data. For examp!c, ]Jenny, Fuss, and May (l'Jin) attcmpted to l1lt'asurc the 
difft'rences in regional unit cost ,lttributablt' to factor productivity (our Al. For the 
Atlantic Region d,lta wt're available fpr only 7 of the 20 industrit's. One four-digit 
II1dustry for which regional data 'Ht' available i5 bet'L For this industry Denny and 
May (I9ROl concludcd that difft'rt'nCt's in productivity leveis among rt'gions arc 
relatt'd to plant size. 

4.	 This is an unusually rich d,lta source. In contrast, AlIt'r assumes con"t,lllt rcturns to 
scalt' and uses tilCt(;r shares to infer a and b. [n thcir study of British ,lnd American 
industrit's, D,wies and Cavt's used durnmy variabks f(ir group" of industrit's tLl 
rt'prt'scllI sCi1le econnmics. Morenver, in tl1l'ir studv productivity In a U.K. industrv 
relatil't' to ,) US industry IS rt'grcssed against variables represt'nting differenœs 
betwl'cn tIlt' nations in dficiency, quality nt inputs, ci)pit,1l intt'nsltics, and P, 
which is prnxit'd lw median pl,lnt size. 
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InjIJ+n"lq=L	 (9) 
J 

for Li' ln equation (9) ni and Ij are the number of establishments and 
employees per establishment in each size class j = 1, ... , 8, and L is 
industry employment.' With the values for II thus obtained, plant 
share values are easily constructed and joined with the returns-to
scale estima tes to create Pc. 

For the Atlantic Region the procedure is similar except that L in 
equation (9) is unavailable regionally. Thus, the mid-point estimates 
of II are put into equation (9) to obtain a provisional L for cach Atlantic 
industry. (Since six of the 126 industries had observations in the 
1,000+ class, plant size here was taken to be the same as for the 
nation.) After summing ail the provisional L's over the 126 industries, 
however, this total is slightly less than the region's published total 
employee figure of 92,558. Conseguently, ail the employee numbers in 
equi'ltion (9) are adjusted proportionally upward to account for ail 
regional employment. 

Results for the Atlantic Region 

Equation (8) was used to determine the scale-disadvantage value 
added per worker (Y IL) ..\.~ for each of the 126 industries in the Atlantic 
Region-sel.' the Appendix, which lists values for (a + b), p;\, Pu and 
(Y lU AA for each regional industry. Recall that such a determination 
was made possible because in eguation (8) we use the national value
added-per-employee figures for each industry to compute the 
corresponding regional figure that occurs when regional and national 
industries are identical except for scale effects. To help focus on these 
scale effects, several aggregate measures of labour productivity were 
computed. 

First, labour productivity in the Atlantic Region, measured as the 
total of value added in the 126 industries divided by total employ
ment, was $28.44 thousand (hereafter simply 28.44) per employee. In 
contrast, for Canada the corresponding figure for the 126 industries was 
34.41, which became 34.14 when the Canadian figures were adjusted to 
reflect the same industry composition as that of the Atlantic Region." 
(Since the figures 28.44 and 34.41 are based on regional and national 
totals for the 126 industries, they cou Id be calculated directly from 

5.	 When solving equation (9), lq W,lS o(("sion"lly !l'ss th,m 1,000. Wben this o((urred, 
the mid-point employee numbers in each size class were adjw;ted downward by " 
proportionality factor until Iq equaled 1,000 employe'es. 

h.	 Adjustments to make the Canadian industry mix similar to the Atl.mtic mix 
consisted of using a weighted average of cach Canadi,m industry's Y IL, where the 
weights arc estimatcd employment in the Atl,mtic Region industry trom 
eqlhltion (9) as ,1 proportion of total estimated emplovment in the Atlantic Region. 
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Statistics Cat. No. 31-203-that is, data for individual industries are 
not required.) 

By comparison, based on the application of equation (8), in the 
Atlantic Region the total scale-adjusted value added (YAA ) divided by 
total employment is $32.24 thousand per employeeJ This figure 
exceeds 28.44 because it is constructed assuming that the only disad
vantage is scale, whereas 28.44 reflects ail sources of disadvantage. 

These figures mean that, after adjusting for industry mix, labour 
productivity in the Atlimtic Region is 28.44/34.14, or 83.3 percent of 
Canadian productivity. Without adjusting for mix, Atlantic produc
tivity is 28.44/34.41, or 82.6 percent of labour productivity. After 
netting out the effect of ail other factors but scale, however, productiv
ity in the region is 32.24/34.14, or 94.4 percent of the national produc
tivity. Thus, 33.5 percent of the region's 16.7 percent shortfall is 
related to scale. The rest of the shortfall is apparently associated 
with capital-labour ratios and factors embedded in the efficiency 
parameter-that is, age of equipment, management skills, technical 
knowledge, and quality of inputs. 

Another perspective is provided by looking at the region's 
relative scale-disadvantage productivity (RSDP), defined as 
(Y IU.\j(Y IUc' Expressed in percentages, this ratio takes on values 
(given in the Appendix) that vary from 33 to 131. The simple average 
of this ratio over the 126 industries is 85.5 percent. In contras t, the 
weighted average, where the weights are Atlantic ind ustry employ
ment as a proportion of total Atlantic employment, is 95.5 percent. 
Since scale factors are more important in the simple average than the 
weighted average, this indicates that those industries in which the 
scale disadvantage is largest are ones whose share of Atlantic manu
facturing output is relatively smal!. This is appealing intuitively 
since in market economies one would expect industries populated by 
scale-inefficient firms to be small or in decline. This raises the 
question, however, of what factors are responsible for interindustry 
differences in scale disadvantage? 

Differences in Scale Disadvantages 

In this section a somewhat ad hoc attempt is made to account for 
differences in scale disadvantage among industries. As is evident in 
the Appendix, there are large interind ustry differences in re!ati ve 
scale disadvantages. What factors explain this? From equation (8) it 

7.	 More precisely, $32.24 thousand is ICI'!U.\;\*(L/TU summed over 126 industries. 
(Y lU AA is from equation (8l, L is [rom equation (9), and TL is the sum of L for ail 
industries, or 92,558. ln cnntr,1st, $28.44 thousand is I(Y1UA (L/TL) ~ ŒY) ITL. 
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is clear that the relative scale disadvantages of the region's 
industries arc defined entirely by returns to scale and the size 
distribution of firms in Canada and the Atlantic Region. Since returns 
to scale are assumed common to each area and are usually thought of as 
exogenous, we focus on those forces that lead to different clustering 
tendencies in the regional and national size distributions. Accordingly, 
in the following regression analysis, wc select the ratio of average 
effective plant sizes, P,jPc, as the dependent variable. 

This dependent variable is a relative plant size variable similar 
to others-for example, Baldwin and Corecki (1983) study the 
determinants of relative Canadian-to-American plcmt size. Our 
approach must necessarily be limited because regional level data on 
independent variables are rarely available. lt is possible, however, to 
focus on some of the central variables, in particular market size and 
transport costs. 

One market size argument, introduced by Eastman ,lnd Stykolt 
(967), is that large plant size increments, because they d epress prices 
too much, are not easily digested in small markets. The result is that 
in small oligopolistic markets, such as those that may occur in the 
Atlantic Region, smaller plants arc more likely to be established. For 
the market size argument to hold, however, there must be entry 
barriers to protect inefficient capacity from outside competition. The 
most important entry barrier, in the context of region and nation-and 
the one that distinguishes regional from national markets-is 
transportation cost. The higher the transport costs for the final output, 
the more likely small plants will be established. 

Another important entry barrier is capital costs. If large capital 
costs indicate sunk costs, then firms in smaller markets may be less 
willing to establish large capacity because of the greater risks 
associated with these unrecoverable costs. The risk is greater in small 
markets because large-capacity increments are more disruptive of price 
discipline and because firms arc more likely to be stuck with capacity 
they cannot use. Sunk costs also help explain why small, inefficient 
plants are not eliminated by efficient hit-and-run plants-that is, 
there is less than perfect contestability. Following Caves (1990), a 
capital-output ratio is used to proxy sunk cost. The usefulness of this 
proxy is diminished if there are significant interindustry differences 
in the degree to which capital is use-specific. 

A least-squares regression in which p;\/Pc is related to relative 
market size, a proxy for transport costs, and capital interests was 
estimated" as 
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ln (PjPc) = 3.18 + .741nMS- .28R - .44InKV, Rê=.75 (10) 
08.20) (2.17) (5.42) 

where the figures in parentheses are t-statistics. 
In this equation, MS is relative market size, which is value added 

in the Atlantic Region as a percentage of value added in the 
corresponding Canadian industry. Value added in the Atlantic Region 
was estimated by multiplying (Y /L)\\ by the estima te of Atlantic 
employment from equation (9). Because PjP l is contained in (y /U,\,\, 
there can be some spurious correlation. The extent of the problem 
depends on the error in measuring p;\/Pc relative to the overall 
variance of the resulting variables (Scherer et al. 1975: 103). R is a 
dummy variable identifying those industries considered regional 
because of high transport cost. It is based on a designation from 
Consumer and Corporate Affairs (971). The variable KV is the log of 
the ratio of national gross capital stock to national value added, the 
implication being, consistent with our earlier assumptions, that there 
arc no meaningful differences between regional and national capital 
intensities. Capital stock is from an unpublished document by 
Statistics Canada (1983). 

These results, though based on a rather speculative regression, are 
as expected. With respect to relative market size, for example, they 
indicate that a 10 percent increase in relative market size would result 
in a 7.4 percent increase in the relative effective plant size, p\/Pc. 
Evaluated at the sample mean for returns to scale 0.167), this increase 
implies a corresponding improvement of 1.23 percent in the relative 
scale disadvantage of Atlantic industries. The results also indicate 
that transport costs and capital barricrs lead to smaller relative plant 
Slzes. 

Conclusions 

In examining the impact of scale on the productivity disadvantage of 
manuf,Kturing in Atlantic Canada, this note departs from previous 
studies of the productivity problem which assumed constant returns to 
scale. Approximately one-thini of the region's productivity 
disadvantage may be attributed to inadequate scale. Differences in 
the level of disadv,lntage among industries appear to be related to 
relative market size, transport cost factors, and capital intensities. Of 
course, the relia bili ty of these conclusions depend s both on the 

R. A log-lilWM iorm i" "lIggP5tpd bv tlw multipliciltivP intprilction of mMkpt size ilnd .1V.lilitble. fur example, onL' Mgllment is thilt large exports increilse ,1Verilge pI'1I1t 
t'l1try borriL'r~-fllr eXtlI11p]t:', il h;\\' I11tlrket ~j.le constrains plêlnt size nl0rc 50 \\'h(,l1 si.lL'. Sume (lf the vMi.ltion in rel,lti\"l' mMket sizl' milV skm from interindllstrv 
trilnsport l'L)st" MP high. Murp vMi.lbks cUllld be tL'sted if rl'gion.,I-lcvL'! datil were diifl'n'nce" in L"ports. ' , 
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Baldwin-Corecki estima tes of retums to scale and on our own procedure 
for estimating PA and Pc, 

The lower value added per cmployee associatcd with smaller 
scale in the Atlantic Region means that, for a given output price, 
payments to value-adding factors in the region must be smaller than in 
Canada. This is one way in which su boptimal plants can survive 
against more efficient-sized plants From outside the region. Smaller 
payments to value-adding factors in the rcgion are consistent with the 
evidence. For example, Auer (1979: Table C-12) reports that wage rates 
in Atlantic manufacturing are approximately 80 percent of the 
national average, whereas labour quality in no Atlantic province is 
more than 7 percent below the national average (Table C-7). 

To what extent are the problems of small scalc remediable? When 
transport costs are large, smaller plants located strategically across 
Canada, with higher production costs but lower transport costs, may be 
an efficient adaptation to the exigencies of great distances. In this 
circumstance small scale may be an unavoidable cost of small and 
isolated markets. 

The form of remedial public policy also may depend on 
viewpoint-that is, are low payments to value-adding factors in the 
Atlantic Region in part the result of small scale or do they, in sorne 
sense, cause small scale? From the latter perspective, one could argue 
that small scale, like inefficient management and technical 
backwardness, are able to persist only because wages are lower in the 
Atlantic Region. Lower wages are a necessary if not a sufficient 
condition for the survival of the various regional inefficiencies, 
including inadequate scale." This perspective suggests that remedial 
action should attempt to increase the efficiency of labour markets and 
migration. This would reduce wage inequalities among regions and, 
consequently, wou Id make it more difficult for inefficiencies of any 
type to persist. 

Finally, the other, more obvious vicwpoint is that small scale is 
itse!f a cause rather than an effect of lower labour productivity. This 
implies that public policies should seek directly to increase scale. But 
such policies are difficult to formula te. For example, the regression 
analysis suggested that transport cos t, capital intensity, and small 
relative market size are impediments to efficient scale. Policies that 
wouId reduce these impediments, such as subsidization of transport 
cost and capital, also may encourage inefficient location of plants and 
inefficient capital structures, and hence a weaker industrial structure. 
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With respect to the market size variable, one factor tInt may loosen 
the constraint of small local market size, by opening up the American 
market, is the recent free-trade agreement with the United States. 
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'J.	 Of course, the puaIe is why ,1re w,'ges lower? M,1I1sell "nd Copithorne (1'J:-:6: 42) 
conclude that large geographical distances, region,,1 attachments, and factor 
mobilitv costs can expl"in equilibriul11 differences in market incomes but probably 
not to the degrée obser\'t'd. 
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